As a mom, why do you choose Scouting for your family?

"Scouting offers active whole family participation where we can spend quality time creating memories with our kids beyond being a passive spectator and taxi service to sports and lessons. They are developing strong leadership and life skills like cooking, budgeting, time management, first aid and home repair while having fun. If you are looking for an extracurricular that will benefit your child the rest of their life; one that is linked to greater community involvement and introduction to STEM and communication careers, Scouting is the way to go."

Marilyn Jodi Schramm, Lafayette, IN; mother of Scouts in Pack 3337, Pack 3315, and Troop 303

$63 covers the BSA registration/insurance fee for a Scout in financial need
$70 sends a Cub Scout to Day Camp
$100 provides a full uniform to a Scout in need
$153 supports a Scout for a year
$225 sends a Scout to National Youth Leadership Training for a week
$265 sends a youth to Scouts BSA Camp for a week
$500 provides Career / Training experience for 10 Explorers
Support Scouting In Your Community
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Your Contribution Ensures

Every youth in North Central Indiana has the opportunity to be a Scout, no matter their economic circumstance.

Premier Camping programs at Cary Camp, Lafayette and Camp Buffalo, Monticello

Support and training for more than 2,017 adult volunteer leaders who make scouting possible

Materials and program development for the exciting, once-in-a-lifetime experiences that can only be found in Scouting

Scouting is conducted in a fun, yet safe, environment with appropriate insurance in place for participants to enjoy those activities.

How Scouting Is Funded

- FOS & Direct Support 32.4%
- Camping 18.5%
- Popcorn 16.9%
- United Way 12.3%
- Investment Income 13.1%
- Activities 2.3%
- Other Revenue 4.5%

Scouting Expenses

- Program Support 85.5%
- Fundraising 10%
- Management/General 4.5%